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1 General Remarks 

1.1 Licensing 

To operate PSS SINCAL 6.0, new license files are required. Once the program is installed, these can 

be requested at the PSS SINCAL Support hotline (phone +43 699 12364435, email 

sincal@simtec.cc). 

Network Licenses 

The users of network licenses now have a new License Server, allowing them to limit the maximum 

checkout period. Administrators at the Server Computer can configure the maximum checkout 

period. If users wish to do so, they can set a shorter checkout period in the PSS SINCAL License 

dialog settings. 

PSS SINCAL 6.0 can also be used with the "old" License Server from PSS SINCAL V5.5 2009Apr. In 

this case, however, the new functions will not be available. 

1.2 New File Structure for Networks 

The file structure for storing network data has been changed. Up to now PSS SINCAL networks 

comprised a ".sin" file, a ".mdb" file and, parallel to them, various additional files and directories 

where additional data were stored. 

Now there is only still a ".sin" file and an additional directory with the name "_files" where the 

additional network data are organized. Combining data files and a directory with data is quite 

common under Windows: data organized in this way are known as "folder pairs". 

PSS SINCAL uses the following structure for the folder pairs: 

Example Ele.sin 

Example Ele_files 

|  database.dia 

|  database.mdb 

|  

\---NETO 

    network.bat 

    network.ctl 

    ... 

The basic network files are stored in the "_files" directory. These are primarily the Access database 

and the diagram files for the assorted variants. This directory, however, also contains temporary 

output files and permanent log files. For special calculations, additional subdirectories are created 

with the data for the respective calculation method. The example above shows the subdirectory 

"NETO" with the data and results from the stability calculations. 

The new file organization system makes it possible to integrate user files directly into the network. 

This simplifies passing on networks to other users and organizing network data for larger projects 

since only ".sin" and "_files" need to be transmitted. 

mailto:sincal@simtec.cc
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When an "old" network is opened, PSS SINCAL automatically converts it to the new file structure. 

1.3 New Data Structures in Variant Management 

Variant management is a central PSS SINCAL product functionality now being widely used by a large 

number of users. In the future, variant management functions will also be used in completely new 

areas of application. One possible new function is multi-user network editing at different locations. 

Even enhanced evaluations for variation data ought to be doable in the future – users are constantly 

asking for more precise documentation and evaluation of variant-specific modifications of input data. 

In its earlier structure, access to variant data was inadequate, because all changes were stored 

encoded in a special table (VariantLog). The encoded log table makes it practically impossible to 

evaluate individual variant modifications in a rational manner. 

So the new variant management attempts to avoid storing all the changes in the central log table 

while precisely maintaining the present range of functions of variant management. To do so, the 

following concept for storing the variant modifications is used: 

 Changes in data in the variants are stored in the same tables as normal input data. 

 If an attribute for a record in a variant changes, PSS SINCAL duplicates the record. The current 

Variant_ID is written in the duplicate record. 

 In a duplicated record for the variant, any number of attributes can be modified simultaneously. 

The COM servers determine which attributes have been modified and which have been inherited 

from previous variants by comparing attributes. 

The following example shows how modifications to attributes are stored directly in the data table: 

 

ID Variant_ID Flag_Variant Attr. A Attr. B Attr. C 

1 1 0 A1 B1 C1 

1 3 1 A3 B1 C1 

1 4 0 A1 B1 C4 

2 4 0 A4 B4 C4 

 
Illustration: Example of attribute storage 

The above example has four variants. The record with ID=1 was entered in Variant1. In Variant3 

Attribute A has been modified. For this reason, the table has an additional record with ID=1 and 

Variant_ID=3. In Variant4 the same record was modified once again; this time, however, it was 

Attribute C. The records always contain any changes to the variant and any attributes inherited from 

earlier variants. If a record in a variant was unchanged, no record is added to the table. If a record is 

created in a subvariant – in this case the record with ID=2 – this is stored completely normally with 

the rest of the attributes in the table. 

The new model assures that the values changed in variants are always kept as a complete record in 

the appropriate database table. This assures that data fields with the right data type (CHAR, INT, 

DOUBLE, DATE ...) and appropriate size are used to save the data. It also makes it possible to store 

multiple changes in a single record. 

Variant Structure: 

 

Variant1 

      Variant2 

               Variant3 (active) 

      Variant4 
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A further advantage this concept is that you can compare input data with different variants, since all 

the records changed in the variants are stored in readable form in the correct database tables. With 

this external tools can access and evaluate variant data relatively simple. 

Updating Existing Networks 

Existing PSS SINCAL networks with variants are automatically converted when they are opened. Of 

course, all variant modifications remain stored. When these networks are updated a large amount of 

records need to be processed, so updating a network with variant data can take several minutes. 

Adaptations for External Interfaces to Other Applications 

For the new variant management, the "Variant_ID" and "Flag_Variant" fields had to be added to all 

element data tables (Line, Load, Infeeder, etc.). These fields did not previously exist in the element 

data tables before. Now, however, these fields must be filled with the correct values or the records 

cannot be inserted in the table. Essentially this means that, when records are added to the respective 

tables, external interfaces have to set the "Variant_ID" and "Flag_Variant" fields the same as they are 

in the "Element" table. 

If existing interfaces to other applications cannot be adapted for technical reasons, this is not a 

problem. In this case, an "older" version of the PSS SINCAL network is simply generated as before. 

When this "older" network is opened, PSS SINCAL automatically does all the necessary updating. 

1.4 Documentation 

In response to user feedback and Hotline questions, both the contents and the scope of product 

documentation have been improved. 

To assure that working with the integrated online help is as pleasant as possible, the display of 

formulas and graphics has been optimized. All formulas and graphics (except hardcopies) are now 

displayed as vectors, so that they are much better to read. 
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2 User Interface 

2.1 Optimized User Interface 

The user interface has been specially optimized for use with the Windows Vista and Windows7 

operating systems. These operating systems display the user interface with enhanced theme-based 

rendering. For example, buttons have special glow effects and what you select in the menus and lists 

becomes enhanced by a transparent effect. There are new mouse cursor symbols and the look and 

feel of the interface has also been optimized in different ways. This new display is integrated 

harmoniously into the Windows environment, making it even more pleasant to work with the program. 

 

Illustration: PSS SINCAL User Interface under Windows7 

For "Remote" PSS SINCAL use with Citrix server or similar software, you can still switch ON a 

simplified flat display in the options dialog box, just as before. 

2.2 Improved Editing Functions in the Graphics Editor 

The graphics editor in PSS SINCAL is the main way to do all network editing and network analysis. 

For this reason we are constantly improving functions to assure that they are as simple, effective and 

intuitive as possible. 
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More Flexibility when Creating Network Elements and Routes 

Functions for creating network elements have been enhanced. Now when you make changes, you 

can change the zoom step with the mouse wheel directly in the Tracking function. This means, for 

example, that you can easily adjust the zoom level when long geographic lines are created. 

In the route model, the editing mode for subsequently assigning of the route model has been 

improved. Assigning is now even more intuitive and you can change the zoom step with the mouse 

wheel. 

Editing Supplementary Graphics Elements 

The editing functions for supplementary graphics elements have been reworked. Trackers similar to 

those in MS applications have been implemented to change element sizes and rotate supplementary 

graphics elements. To rotate supplementary graphics elements, there is a new rotate tracker and 

now text fields with multi-line text can be rotated. Creating freehand lines has been improved as well. 

Spline interpolation automatically smoothes out freehand lines. 

Fixtures and Additional Elements 

To simplify the way additional equipment is created, the "View" toolbar has a new dynamic drop-

down menu. This menu is an easy way to switch ON available insert modes in the network to 

 install protection devices and switches, 

 place element switch times 

 place fault observations 

 etc. 

 

Illustration: New drop-down menu in the View toolbar 

The ToolBox has been enhanced as well – insert modes are now also available. 

2.3 Enhanced Network Browser 

Enhanced Topology Display 

The topology display in the network browser (View – Network Browser) has been enhanced. There 
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are now two lists. As before, the upper list displays the network elements. The lower list contains 

enhanced topological information on the currently selected network element. For example, a line can 

be displayed with its nodes and any network elements connected to the nodes. 

Enhanced Function for Updating Network Element Graphics 

In response to various user requests, there is a new function for manually updating the graphics of 

individual network elements. This was not possible before, since PSS SINCAL always automatically 

generated all the network elements as soon as the necessary node was updated in the view. 

The pop-up menu in the network browser can be used to set the functions for updating graphics for 

individual network elements. Select those network elements in the "linked topology" list where you 

want to generate the graphics. Selected nodes must already exist in the diagram. The generation of 

graphics for the network element is done automatically as before. 

2.4 Enhanced "Select by Type" Function 

This function selects network elements and supplementary graphic elements according to their type 

in a simply way. To limit what you want to filter, you still can select between the options "Network 

Level" and "Network Area". In response to various user wishes, there are the new filter options: 

"Layer" and "Object Type". 

 

Illustration: Enhanced "Select by Type" dialog box 

2.5 Enhanced "Set Network Data" Function 

This function makes is easy to assign network data of all network elements selected in the graphics 

editor. Before, there was a significant limitation that greatly reduced the usefulness: the function 

could only process numerical attributes. Now you can also assign date attributes and selection 

values. This is an easy way, for example, to modify the load flow type of all asynchronous machines 

selected in the graphics editor. 
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Illustration: Enhanced "Set Network Data" dialog box 

2.6 Enhanced Message Window 

The PSS SINCAL message window is an easy way to access error and warning messages from the 

calculation methods. To make it even more useful, there is now a flat message list parallel to a tree 

display grouped according to message types. This flat message list contains only error, warning and 

information messages, i.e. only essential information for problem analysis. An options menu can be 

used to limit the display and, of course, the toolbar also has a quick filter function. 

 

Illustration: Enhanced message box displaying a list 

2.7 New Function for Archiving Networks 

For archiving the complete network data, PSS SINCAL has two new functions: File – Export – 

Network Archive… and File – Import – Network Archive…. These two functions replace earlier 

XML import and export functions. 

The new archiving function can store a complete PSS SINCAL network with all relevant data (sin-file, 

diagram file, NETOMAC and reliability data ...) in a single ZIP file and save space. The real network 

data can be stored in the archive either as ".mdb" file or in a database-independent XML format. 

Importing a network from a network archive is, of course, also problem-free. Simply create an empty 

network in PSS SINCAL and start the network archive import function. 
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2.8 Managing Line Segments 

For electrical networks, line segment management has been implemented. Line segments are only 

for documentation purposes and do not influence the calculations. Line segments are a particularly 

useful tool in connection with GIS interfaces. Very detailed line information from the GIS system is 

stored in the line segments, reducing the network to the electric line data actually needed in the 

calculations. 

For line segments, the network database has a new "LineSeg" table with the segment’s name, some 

technical data, the segment’s number and length and even the secondary key of the line they belong 

to. The table can be filled by different GIS interface applications. 

In the user interface, line segments have their own dialog box. The line’s Additional Data – Line 

segments… pop-up menu opens the dialog box. This dialog box lists all the segments assigned to 

the line. Segment data can also be edited here. Line segments are also available in the tabular view. 

To document line segments, a new input data report is available that displays all the lines clearly 

arranged with their line segments. 

2.9 Enhanced Functions for Network Licenses 

The function for checking out network licenses has been enhanced. Previously, checked-out licenses 

automatically became invalid after 20 days. Some users wanted to be able to individually select a 

shorter checkout period to assure that the license automatically would be available in the company 

once the shorter checkout period was over. A simple example would be a colleague who checked out 

a license over the weekend on his notebook and then, because he fell ill, could not check the license 

back in again after the weekend. Under the previous agreement there would be 20 days until the 

license on the notebook would become invalid and again available in the company. 

With the new enhanced function, you can set the maximum checkout period for which the license is 

checked out. Simply enter it in the License tab of the (Extras – Options…) dialog box. In addition, 

the system administrator at the Server Computer is still able to limit the maximum permissible 

checkout period. This means if a checkout period has been limited to 3 days, no user can make 

longer checkout period settings. 

Note: To take advantage of this new checkout function, the current License Server on the 

PSS SINCAL 6.0 installation CD is required. 

New Feature for Poor Network Stability 

Some users utilize network licenses in a network where network stability is relatively poor. 

PSS SINCAL automatically performs a server status check every 60 second. If this status check fails 

an error message is displayed and the only solution is to save data and terminate PSS SINCAL. 

To improve the usage of network licenses in poor network environments, the status check now has a 

retry possibility. The connection to the License Server is only severed after multiple status checks 

have failed. 
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2.10 Automatically Generating Additional Elements with Automation 

The new GUI automation function can automatically generate an additional element, such as a 

protection device, switch, or fault observation. 

Since different tables and a number of attributes define additional elements in PSS SINCAL, it would 

simply be too difficult to enter all these data in the automation script. If this were the purpose, a 

corresponding SQL insert command in the network database could also generate additional 

elements. Automatically generating additional elements should, however, be as simple as possible, 

so this function uses an existing master element as a model and generates the new additional 

element from the data. Protection devices are created in a VBS script as follows: 

' Get the application object 

Dim SincalApp 

Set SincalApp = WScript.CreateObject( "SIASincal.Application" ) 

 

' Get the active document 

Dim SincalDoc 

Set SincalDoc = SincalApp.ActiveDocument 

 

' Copy an existing protection device with ID=1 to Terminal ID=27 

SincalDoc.CopyAddSymbol 1, "ProtLocation", 27, "MK Neu" 

 

The SincalDoc.CopyAddSymbol command creates a new protection device ("ProtLocation" table). 

The ProtLocation_ID of the master device is defined. The Terminal_ID also needs an entry for where 

the new protection device should be installed. Then a name for the new protection device can be 

entered. 

This solution is very flexible. Together with a simple database query, the appropriate protection 

devices can automatically be generated at as many network elements as you want with a few lines of 

scripting code. There is a VBS script for this in the batch directory: "CopyProtDev.vbs". The sample 

script is designed so that the name of the protection device being copied must be entered. Finally, a 

new protection device is generated at all lines selected in the GUI. 
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3 Electrical Networks 

3.1 General Enhancements to the Calculation Methods 

Island Operation 

PSS SINCAL load flow calculations now have island operation. A generator or an infeeder 

automatically becomes a slack in case of network breakup. This new function is used in contingency 

analysis, malfunction calculations, re-supply, etc. The slack function is provided by the infeeders with 

the highest power frequency characteristics. If these have the same power frequency characteristics, 

the infeeders with the higher short circuit powers are used. The island operation is controlled by a 

parameter in the load flow calculation settings. 

Modeling Asynchronous Generators 

Operating point determination for asynchronous machines has been enhanced. Now machines with 

negative power or negative power efficiency are considered in load flow as asynchronous generators 

with the correct reactive power sign. In short circuits according to VDE, these machines are 

considered as generators (and not, as up to now, as motors). 

Connected Neutral Points for Generators 

Generators can now also have connected neutral points like transformers. 

3.2 Reliability Calculations 

PSS SINCAL’s reliability calculations are based on the program ZUBER. 

ZUBER was developed to analyze 110 kV networks with overhead lines. The Darmstadt University of 

Technology, the Saarland University and the Siegen University are involved in the ZUBER 

development. Research and development were coordinated by FGH e. V. from 1996 to 2007. The 

algorithms were developed and expanded for general use in several steps. Substantial development 

was done at universities, as the field of reliability analysis was, until recently virtually a mere research 

topic in Germany. 

Originally ZUBER was connected to PSS SINCAL as an external simulation program. Now, PSS 

SINCAL’s reliability calculations have been completely integrated into its object-oriented calculation 

methods. This complete integration made it possible to both enhance the functions of the reliability 

calculations and greatly increase the processing speed, particularly for large networks. 

Program Structure 

Probabilistic reliability calculations consist of a Calculation Part, which generates the component 

failure combinations and models their sequence up to complete restoration of supply, and an 

Analysis Part, which conducts a detailed analysis based on the calculated failure sequences. The 
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following figure gives an overview of the program structure of the reliability calculation. 

 

Figure: Program structure of reliability calculations 

The clear separation of Calculation and Analysis of the failure combination sequences has the 

advantage that the calculations are by far the most time consuming part of the network analysis and 

are normally performed only once in a reliability analysis. Typically, the calculation results then are 

analyzed in several different ways. As the calculation results are already stored in a database, the 

runtime for the analysis is quite short. 

Improved Control Settings 

The reliability calculations are actually controlled by the reliability settings screen form (Insert – 

Reliability – Reliability Settings…). This screen form configures what failure models will be 

checked and how networks with failures behave. It is even possible to set the control options for 

evaluations performed at the end of the calculations. 

In PSS SINCAL 6.0 the data screen form has been reworked to make controlling simulation and 

evaluation even easier. 
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Illustration: Data screen form for Reliability Settings 

All global parameters for the calculations can be defined in the Simulation tab. This tab also defines 

what failure models PSS SINCAL needs to consider in network reliability analysis. 

In the Simulation Control tab, you can select the load flow procedure and set parameters for the 

measures the calculation algorithm uses to eliminate malfunctions (secondary regulation, switchings, 

undervoltage load shedding, etc.). 

Normally, a large number of load flow calculations are performed in the reliability calculations to 

evaluate the effects of malfunctions and the measures to restore supply. For these load flow 

simulations the normal PSS SINCAL load flow procedure is used. This load flow can be configured 

with normal load flow calculation settings (Calculate – Settings…). 

The settings for the reliability evaluation can be defined in the Evaluation tab. Among other things 

you can set parameters for how PSS SINCAL displays the results of the reliability calculations and 

how many results are actually displayed. PSS SINCAL distinguishes between the following types of 

results: 

 Sequence list 

 Sorted list 

 Result table 

The Evaluation Selection tab sets enhanced filters for the logs. You can specify what types of 

malfunctions are included in the log and also define minimum and maximum values for essential 

reliability results. Data are only displayed in evaluation logs if their results are within the defined 

value range. 

New Reliability Results 

The new Results for Components for the Reliability Calculations analyze how component 
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malfunctions contribute to the network malfunctions. To evaluate the network quality and particularly 

to identify actual weak points (e.g. elements that played the greatest role in the malfunction) these 

new results are very important. 

PSS SINCAL calculates the results for components for all malfunctioning network elements. It 

determines reliability indices for all malfunctioning elements and any type of malfunction. This is done 

by cumulating the resulting values for each malfunctioning network element, assuming it causes a 

malfunction combination. These results provide information on how these network elements 

contribute to the malfunction, making it easy to determine which network elements play the greatest 

role in the malfunction. 

Results are available for components both in the network diagram and in the tabular view. 

Enhanced Results for Nodes without Consumers 

Normally reliability results in the network diagram (and in the database) are only generated for nodes 

or busbars where consumers are attached. Sometimes, however, reliability results are also needed 

at nodes without consumers. Generating these results can be explicitly switched ON. In addition, the 

node’s reliability settings have a new selection value to force generating the results. 

Improved Speed because of Network Simplification 

Network simplification should increase the speed in the reliability calculations. Reliability, 

unfortunately, very often needs to be calculated in networks from GIS systems with poor quality. 

Sometimes a line is modeled by a number of small lines. This makes the network more complex –  

because there are a lot more network elements and nodes. Reliability also has an additional 

problem. Since the line segments are often very short, the limit for the minimum unavailability has to 

be very small. If they are not, the lines will not participate in malfunctions at all, since the failure 

frequency for length is simply too small. If similar unbranched routes are grouped for the reliability 

calculations, this can greatly simplify the network. Minimum unavailability can also be reduced to a 

sensible amount. This has two advantages: fewer malfunction combinations need to be calculated 

and individual load flow calculations are faster, because the network is smaller. 

The Network Simplification option in the Reliability Settings dialog box switches the network 

Simplification ON. 

3.3 Stability Calculations 

Enhanced Model Creation for Dynamic Observations 

For normal stability calculations and calculations for electromagnetic transient (EMT), individual 

network elements must be simulated by different equivalent circuits depending on frequency range. 

The following diagram shows the necessary modeling for system elements in different frequency 

ranges. 
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Figure: System elements and their modeling for different frequency ranges 

PSS SINCAL currently only has the model for frequency ranges from 0 Hz to 300 Hz (column in the 

diagram with blue background). The PSS SINCAL database does not have sufficient information to 

correctly simulate the models missing for frequency ranges from 50 Hz to 20 kHz, from 10 kHz to 1 

MHz and from 500 kHz to 50 MHz. 

To work around this problem and make additional models possible, all network elements (except for 

power units) have an attached stability macro for individual modeling. This macro can store any kind 

of behavior for the network element. Practically anything is possible – from dynamically adapting 

operating points to a completely new model for network elements in a complete equivalent network. 
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The Stability Calculation Settings facilitate this individual modeling for the different frequency 

ranges. You can select the desired model you want from a list: 

 0 Hz to 300 Hz 

 50 Hz to 20 kHz 

 10 kHz to 1 MHz 

 500 kHz to 50 MHz 

The model selected is provided in a variable. This variable can be read out in the stability macros 

connected to the network elements. The stability macro can now be used to create models for 

network elements varying from predefined frequency ranges. 

BOSL Models for all Network Elements 

Connecting a stability macro to all network elements enhances network modeling in PSS SINCAL 

load flow. If a BOSL Model macro is used, it can also be used in PSS SINCAL load flow. This means 

that you can even model individual dynamic behavior for network elements in normal load flow (and 

any other simulation procedure based on this). 

During PSS SINCAL installation, the program provides the following macros with BOSL models in the 

"Netomac\Macro" directory of PSS SINCAL installation: 

 VarPQ.mac: 

Variable power for variable shunt element 

 VarY.mac: 

Variable admittance for variable series element 

 ASM_1.mac: 

Parkian model for asynchronous machine in motor operation 

 ASM_2.mac: 

Equivalent model for asynchronous machine in motor operation 

 ASM_4.mac: 

Equivalent model optimized for asynchronous machine in motor operation 

 SVC.mac: 

Tap behavior of the static compensator 

You can, however, also create your own models at any time. This is particularly simple with the 

special Graphical Model Builder (GMB). GMB uses Microsoft Visio as a platform to create dynamic 

models graphically. 

New Plot Signals for Stability Calculations 

New signals for asynchronous machines of type DFIG are available, which can be plotted. The 

signals to be plotted are still selected with the Plot Definition for Stability dialog box. 
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Illustration: Plot Definition for Stability dialog box 

3.4 Improved Load Modeling for Load Flow 

The load flow type determines how loads behave in PSS SINCAL. This load flow type can be 

selected in the data screen form for Load. In addition to the previously available types 

 Z constant, 

 P and Q constant and 

 I constant 

PSS SINCAL now also provides the following types: 

 P and Q scaled and 

 I scaled 

These two new load flow types make network modeling even more realistic. If the node voltage is 

below a predefined limit, a characteristic curve is used to reduce load power. 

P and Q Scaled 

Power consumption is independent of voltages over the voltage limit for load reduction. For voltages 

under the voltage limit, the diagram below shows how the reduction factor is determined. 
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Illustration: Characteristic curve-dependent power reduction 

I Scaled 

Power consumption is proportional to voltage for voltages over 50 percent. For voltages under 50 

percent, the diagram below shows how the reduction factor is determined. 

 

Illustration: Voltage-dependent load consumption 

3.5 Improved Contingency Analysis 

In response to various user wishes, there is now an additional way to define malfunctions for 

contingency analysis. Now you can combine malfunctioning elements and connectable elements. 

This is done with Insert – Additional Data – Malfunction Scenario…. 

fL 

V 50 

V … Node voltage in % 

fL … Power factor in % 

50 

0 

fRed 

V 85 100 

V … Node voltage in % 

fRed … Load reduction factor in % 

100 

50 

0 
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Illustration: Malfunction Scenario dialog box 

PSS SINCAL contingency analysis considers the scenarios in the dialog box in addition to the 

automatically generated PSS SINCAL malfunctions. 

3.6 PV Curve Calculations 

In PSS SINCAL V5.5 2009Apr a new network planning tool has been integrated to simplify the 

calculation of PV curves. For loads selected in the graphics editor, the active and reactive power 

values are increased gradually to a prescribed limit. At each step, PSS SINCAL calculates the load 

and documents the voltages and powers in the network. These results are then provided as 

diagrams. 

The network planning tool has been enhanced so that active and reactive power for synchronous 

machines and infeeders can also be modified. This allows you, for example, to simplify simulating 

power changes for wind power stations and investigate their effect on the network. 

All infeeders that had power changes during the PV curves calculations do not, of course, participate 

in normal generator regulation with power redistribution and network area interchange power. 

3.7 Ripple Control Calculations 

Determining impedances for the ripple control calculations has been reworked to include the entries 

for harmonics and develop impedance the same way as harmonics. 

3.8 Protection Coordination 

For protection pickup, the signal comparison protection was triggered by the time of the fastest 

tripping zone. In reality, however, signal comparison protection trips at its own time setting. For this 

reason, teleprotection data now have an additional tripping time and protection simulation considers 

this in the tripping. 
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3.9 PSSE Import and Export 

The functions for importing RAW files and SEQ data have been enhanced to be able to process the 

new PSSE format version 32. 

When you import, PSS SINCAL supports the following PSSE versions: 27, 29, 30, 31, and 32. Export 

is only possible for the current version 32. 

Enhanced Export for Nodes 

When exporting a network into RAW format PSS SINCAL normally always exports the unique 

database ID of the node as a "BUS Number". This assures that this number is unique. 

Particularly when PSSE networks are imported, processed in PSS SINCAL and then re-exported into 

RAW format, the original Bus Number needs to be retained. Since the BUS Number is imported with 

short names for nodes, this is basically possible. It does, however, create some problems that must 

to be considered: 

 The short name is an 8 character Unicode text field – any text is permissible. 

 All exported network elements must be connected to a unique (and of course correct) 

BUS number in the RAW file. 

For this reason a special mapping for the BUS Number export has been programmed: 

 All short names are checked for uniqueness. 

 An appropriate number is generated for all nodes without a valid BUS number. 

Enhanced node name export can be switched ON in the PSSE Export dialog box (File – Export – 

PSSE…). 

3.10 Enhancements for CIM 14 with UCTE Profile 

Since PSS SINCAL V5.5 2009Apr, you have been able to import and export CIM 14 files with UCTE 

profile. The implementation is, however, based on the specification for March 2009 used as a basis 

for the CIM IOP 2009 in Paris. In the meantime there is a new version of this specification with some 

changes. In particular, the specification selected for the UCTE profile specifies that a number of files 

are used to completely describe the network. 

The following illustration shows the file organization for a CIM UCTE network. It consists of the 

following files: 

 UCTE Common Objects 

 TSO Equipment Model 

 TSO Topology 

 X-Nodes 

 State Variables 
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Illustration: File organization for CIM 14 with UCTE Profile 

CIM import and CIM export functions in PSS SINCAL have been enhanced so that now either 

individual or multiple files can be used to describe a CIM 14 UCTE network: 

 When you import, any number of CIM files can be selected. These must be semantically and 

syntactically correct. Then they will be processed. 

 When you export, there is a new option as to whether a single complete CIM file will be 

generated or a split CIM file is created. In a split CIM file, all objects are distributed according to 

the specification from the UCTE profile. 

3.11 Improved DVG Import 

In response to various user requests, DVG data import in PSS SINCAL has been enhanced. 

Version and Data Examination: The DVG data format has different versions that are similar in basic 

electrical data. When data were imported into PSS SINCAL, the version information was checked 

and the program aborted if the version identification data did not match. The import was also aborted 

if the DVG file contained faulty data or data which could not be processed by PSS SINCAL. To 

import these kinds of DVG files, the import dialog now has a new control setting. Either you can do a 

"strict" import, as before, or an "error-tolerant" import. In an "error-tolerant" import the data from the 

DVG file are processed as well as possible and added to the network database. Problems and errors 

in the data and data that cannot be processed are documented in warning messages. 

Extended Ward Information on Equivalent Shunt Branches: A series branch with the impedance 

and a PV infeeder with active power equal to zero are created when data are imported. 

Boundary Injection: Boundary Injection has a similar range of functions (infeeders, short circuit 
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powers, extended ward) as the equivalent shunt branch. The import function can now also import 

Boundary Injection data. 

Two-Winding Transformer: Zero-phase sequence data have been added to the import. Vector 

group information is compared to neutral-point information. If a neutral point is connected to a star or 

zigzag winding without the letter "N", the vector group is corrected. 

Three-Winding Transformer: Zero-phase sequence data have been added to the import. Vector 

group information is compared to neutral-point information. If a neutral point is connected to a star or 

zigzag winding without the letter "N", the vector group is corrected 

Infeeders: Zero-phase sequence data have been added to the import. In INTEGRAL, infeeders do 

not have any neutral point. 

Synchronous Machine: Negative-phase sequence, zero-phase-sequence and neutral point data 

have been added to the import. 

Variable Series Element: Zero-phase sequence data have been added to the import. 

Zero-phase sequence couplings: Zero-phase sequence couplings are used as coupled lines in 

zero-phase sequence. 

Special Elements (RLC Circuits, etc.): For series branches, the zero-phase sequence data are set 

to produce Z0 = Z1. 

Graphic Data: In INTEGRAL, network records can have different graphic records. Now more than 

one picture file can be selected in the new DVG import dialog box. When it is imported, each picture 

file generates its own view. 

Variant data: Variant data can still not be imported. 
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4 Pipe Networks 

4.1 Fire Water Calculations 

Fire water calculations are a new simulation procedure for water networks. Essentially PSS SINCAL 

distinguishes between the following scopes: 

 Fire Water Pressure:  

The prescribed pressure at the hydrant’s hose connection is used to determine the fire water 

amount. 

 Fire Water Amount:  

The prescribed amount at the hydrant’s hose connection is used to determine the fire water 

pressure. 

PSS SINCAL fire water calculations are realized by a series of steady-state calculations. One 

hydrant at a time is included in the individual calculations. As results, PSS SINCAL provides the 

operating conditions at the node and maximum values for networks. 

The following flow diagram shows the basic sequence for fire water calculations: 

 

Illustration: Sequence diagram for fire water calculations 

Fire water calculations are based on hydrants defined in the network. A hydrant is defined by 

creating the leakage element. Select the type fire-hydrant and enter the data in the data screen form. 

Unload and check all network data 

Create list of all hydrants 

Generate connection line for current hydrant 

Set consumption/given pressure at the end of the connection line 

List of hydrants  
processed completely? 

Prepare results 

Yes 

No 

Set index of hydrant list to 0 

Increase index of hydrant list to 1 

Do steady-state calculations 

Note operation conditions/maximum values for current hydrant 
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Illustration: Data screen form for "fire-hydrant" leakage 

The calculations do not consider hydrants in normal operation. Hydrants are only considered in fire 

water calculations. Fire water calculations can either be only for individual hydrants, activated in the 

pop-up menu, or globally for all hydrants. After the calculations, the results for hydrants are prepared. 

These results of the hydrants are displayed directly in the network diagram. They can also be 

displayed in a data screen form or in Tabular View. 

   

Illustration: Data-output forms for calculating fire water pressure and fire water amounts 
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4.2 Supply Sources with Flow and Power Limits 

Flow or power limits can be prescribed for supply sources in flow networks such as 

 water towers, 

 infeeder pump reciprocating pumps, 

 infeeder gas, 

 infeeder heating. 

These new limits precisely model the real behavior of supply sources and even provide new ways to 

analyze networks. 

For Pressure-Providing Supplies (supplies with pressure maintenance), the network situation 

produces the quantity. A supply that provides pressure cannot take on quantity. Quantity can only be 

monitored and, if necessary, divided up for quantity supplies. 

For Quantity Supplies (power supply), the quantity is prescribed and the network situation produces 

the pressure. Quantity supplies can load or unload pressure-providing supplies by varying the 

quantity within prescribed limits. 

As soon as limits are entered for pressure-providing supplies and quantity supplies in a network, 

monitoring and distributing quantity is automatically switched ON. 

The behavior of the power distribution is explained below with the help of a simple district-heating 

network. 

In the diagram below, the network situation fits to the operating points entered for the supply sources, 

so no quantity is distributed. 

 

Illustration: District-heating network operating normally – no limit violation – operating points 
maintained 

If the network situation does not match the operating points, distribution is switched ON. In the 

example below, the pressure-providing supply cannot provide the amount needed. The amount at the 

quantity supply is increased and the quantity for the results is in green. 

Qnet = 12 t/h 

P = 12 bar 

Qmax = 10 t/h 

Qmin = 0 t/h 

Q = 7 t/h 

Qmax = 10 t/h 

Qmin = 0 t/h 

Q = 5 t/h 

P 

Q 
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Illustration: District-heating network with a high load – limit violation at pressure-providing 
supply – increase in quantity 

In the example below, the pressure-providing supply cannot take on the excess supplied amount. 

The amount at the quantity supply is reduced and the quantity for the results is shown in green. 

 

Illustration: District-heating network with a weak load – limit violation at pressure-providing 
supply – reduction in quantity 

If the quantity supply is unable to compensate the quantity violation at the pressure-providing supply, 

it remains at the minimum or maximum quantity. 

4.3 Improved Convergence Control 

Steady-state simulation for pipe networks is based on an iterative simulation procedure. Inner and 

outer iterations are used to solve the network problem. To improve control in difficult or poorly 

converging networks, the maximum number of inner and outer iterations can be prescribed 

separately. This is done in the steady-state calculation settings (Calculate – Settings…). 
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4.4 New Global Results 

For electrical networks, there are global results that are used to analyze the basic characteristic of a 

network. A few characteristic values (as losses per network level or input and output flow in different 

network areas) document the network behavior very well and clearly. These results are now also 

available for all pipe networks (e.g. gas, water and district-heating). 

Network Level Results 

For the network levels, now there are special results to clearly document supplies, consumption and 

losses per network level. 

 

Dialog box: Water Network Level Results 

The new results are available in a data screen form in the Calculate – Results – Network Level… 

menu. They are also displayed in Tabular View. There is even a new report for the results available. 

Network Areas and Network Area Transfer Results 

The amount of information provided in the global results – total supply, total consumption, etc. – is 

now also provided for individual network areas – with the exception of information regarding 

calculation accuracy. PSS SINCAL also calculates the flow or power balance for individual network 

areas. These values are provided totaled as inflow to the network area and outflow to other network 

areas. 

The individual flow or power balances between the network areas are also determined – divided into 

transfer results according to supply and consumption. 
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Dialog box: Transfer Results for Water Network Areas 

The new results are available in a data screen form of the Calculate – Results – Network Area… 

and Calculate – Results – Network Area Transfer… menu. They are also displayed in Tabular 

View. There are also new reports for results. 


